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A Different Camera Perspective 
By Radhika Seth 10/30/2012 

The FANs Cam is a pint-sized camera that brings more to the table than being just a spectator. The mini camera clips onto the collar of a sports 

player’s uniform and hooks up a livefeed to the fan on the stands. It gives the fan a perspective of the game that they’ve never experienced 

before. The video is accessible after a simple scan of the QR code printed on the back of the game’s ticket. You get the option of picking your 

favorite player using the smart phone, and get instant access to what that player sees. 

It even functions as a performance recorder for the athletes; they can play back the recorded videos to 

review the game. Athletes or the coaches can then identify their strengths and weaknesses and develop 

their training program accordingly. Coaches could also alter their team’s strategy mid-game based on 

views from different players. 

The camera is user-safe and crafted with an exterior shell made of rubber. It is made from a 

lightweight and elastic clip form and the aluminium offers thermal conductivity. Energy is provided by 

a high-power thermoelectric chip, which generates power both from the athlete’s body and the ambient 

temperature. 
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FANs Cam is a 2012 red dot award: design concept entry. 

Advisor: Prof. Huang Shyh-Jier 

Designers: Sheng-Hung Lee & Chan Wai Yeh 

[youtube:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Xl9PnZjq8U 600 451] 
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The world’s first ‘wearable’ pain-killer uses dual- The Boston Dynamics Robot Dog has a $225 sibling that 
light therapy to boost healing, and is on 40% follows voice commands 
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some scary implications for the human race… but on the other Kineon’s MOVE+ Pro isn’t your average health wearable. While 

hand, you have… most wearables track your health, the MOVE+ Pro improves it. 

Also known as a portable light… 

The light that does lots! Top 10 Unique + Useful Products To Add To Your 
Bathroom ASAP However minimal, this home lighting concept packs major 

multifunctionality into its compact form. Its many features With our super hectic lives and chalked-up schedules, bathtime 

include an 80DB speaker driver with passive bass, built-in… is probably the only time of the day when we get to truly relax 
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Lamp Teaches a Lesson The Buddha Chair 
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